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Start Point

Salcombe Gin 'Start Point' has the perfect balance of aromas and flavours. 
There’s the earthy and resinous pine notes of the finest Macedonian juniper, 
the warming spiced citrus notes of English coriander seeds and fresh citrus 
peels, which are hand peeled just prior to distillation.

Available as a single bottle, or in a Salcombe Distillery Branded Box.

Premium
Gin

44%
1

Style ABV Case Individual
5c

l

70
cl

Salcombe Distillery produces a
spirit unlike any other. Its
founders Angus and Howard
place a deep importance on the
maritime heritage of both
Salcombe and the botanical
ingredients used in their gin. 

Many of Salcombe Gin’s
botanicals have been traced back
to the global maritime trading
routes and cargoes once carried
by the Salcombe fruiters. Whilst
these botanicals are still shipped
to England, they are sadly no
longer onboard the beautiful fast
sailing fruit schooners of a
bygone era. Each botanical has a
story to tell, none is mass
produced, all are traceable to
their source and all are picked at
their best. 

Salcombe Gin has scooped up a
plethora of awards including
Double Gold at the San Francisco
World Spirits Awards, Gold at the
World Gin Awards and 3 stars at
the Great Taste Awards in 2017
alone. It also runs a Gin School in
the summer months.
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Rose Sainte Marie
Distilled and crafted using the finest Macedonian juniper berries, partnered 
with a natural, but not overpowering soft sweetness from strawberries and 
angelica. Fresh citrus peels of lemon and orange which are hand peeled 
each day prior to distillation and combined with ten further hand sourced 
botanicals including lemon verbena, rose petals, orange blossom and pink 
peppercorns are combined to create this truly exceptional gin that is 
elegantly soft and smooth.

Premium
Gin

44%
1 5c

l

70
cl



Style ABV Case Individual

Voyager Series: (lIMITED EDITIoN)
Arabella (With Gift Box)
‘Arabella’ is a beautifully complex yet delicate gin with a foundation 
of traditional juniper and earthy warmth of Angelica, combined 
with bright citrus aromas from sweet orange peel, lemon and 
English coriander seed. On the palate it is rich yet balanced with a 
floral edge from hibiscus and a savoury note from bitter almonds. 
Further freshness is added from lemon thyme and verbena with a 
lingering dry finish from a touch of green cardamom.

Premium
Gin

46% 
1 50

cl

Mischief (With Gift Box)
‘Mischief’ is a complex and bold London Dry Gin. It has a strong 
backbone of traditional juniper and warming citrus from sweet 
orange peel classically paired with bay leaf and cardamom. On 
the palate it is rich with a subtle anise note from the foraged 
fennel flowers balanced with a slightly saline note from samphire.

Premium
Gin

46% 
1 50

cl

Guiding Star (With Gift Box)
‘Guiding Star’ is an exceptional cask finished sloe and damson gin 
where the classic autumnal stone fruit flavours have been 
accentuated with rose petals, bitter almonds and sweet orange 
peel. In the glass the gin is deep crimson in colour with a slight 
brick red tinge from the influence of the tawny port cask in which 
it was aged. 

On the palate it is rich and balanced with luscious notes of cherry, 
blackberries, tart redcurrants and spiced marzipan. The finish is 
tart with underlying sweetness from the lees of the Niepoort 
Colheita 1997 tawny port previously aged in the cask. 

Premium
Gin

46% 

1 50
cl

Island Queen (With Gift Box)
‘Island Queen’ is a rich, balanced and totally tropical gin with freshly 
cut pineapple, mango, coconut and star anise on the nose, followed 
by waves of green citrus and a hint of manuka wood smoke and 
spice to finish. The tropical fruits are ever present but beautifully 
balanced with the more traditional gin botanicals.

Premium
Gin

46% 
1 50

cl

Gift Sets

Salcombe Gin Copa Glass Gift Set
This gift set is perfect for the Salcombe Gin connoisseur; containing 
a bottle of multi-award winning Salcombe Gin 'Start Point' and an 
elegant pair of engraved Dartington copa glasses in a beautiful 
white presentation box with copper detailing. 

StartPoint Duo Miniature Gift Box 
This stylish miniature gift set has two Salcombe Gin 'Start Point' 5cl 
miniatures in a beautiful white presentation box with copper 
detailing and distinctive pennant feature.   

Two Salcombe Gin 'Start Point' 5cl miniatures

Sundowner Gift Bag
These miniature cool bag sets are perfect for taking Salcombe 
Gin with you, wherever you may be headed. This gift bag 
includes: Two Salcombe Gin 'Start Point' 5cl miniatures (44% ABV) 
Two Fever Tree Premium Indian tonic water 150ml cans
Two Salcombe Gin reusable hi-ball cups
Salcombe Gin branded cool bag (22cm x 15cm x 15cm)
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